Webinar Recordings Archive Available to All Students and Graduates

1. Academy Master Class: Case Discussions (2 webinars)
2. Academy Reads: Battle of the Books
3. AcademyFest 2014 Highlights (2 webinars)
4. Adapting Standard Plans to B-Mod
5. Adult Dog Play: Considerations
6. Adult Dog Play Sessions for Clients
7. All About Retrieves
8. All Those Letters After My Name: A Survey of What the Different Credentials Are
9. All Topics Quizzes (2 webinars plus intro to all Annual Academy Awards Parties)
10. Antecedent Interventions
11. Anxiety and Meds Q&A with Dr. Jennifer Summerfield
12. Anxiety Disorders in Dogs: Why They Happen and How We Can Help with Dr. Jenn Summerfield
13. The Anxiety Pendulum (History of views on anxiety in dogs)
14. Anxiety: The Whole Story with Dr. Jessica Hekman
15. Are Aggression Cases for You?
16. Art and Science of Non-Auditory Communication with Terrie Hayward
17. Artistic Copyrights with Lili Chin
18. Aversives: Efficacy vs. Ethics Arguments
19. Barrier Frustration in Dogs with Holden Svirsky
20. B-Mod in Shelters with Kelly Lee
21. B-Mod Scenario Quizzes
22. Behavior Problems Quiz
23. Behavior Chains
24. Behavior Evaluations in Shelters
25. Biology of Socialization with Dr. Hekman
26. Body Handling Problems
27. Body Handling Video Case Study
28. Body Language Practice (2 webinars)
29. Boundaries, Personal and Professional
30. Branding Primer
31. Breeds and Behavior
32. Breeds Quiz
33. Brief History of Corporal Punishment
34. Brief History of Dog Fads
35. BSL and Community Safety
36. Bullying (Dog-Dog)
37. Business Matters
38. Business Planning Basics: Tackling the Problem-solution Paradigm with Joan Hunter Mayer
40. But My Dog’s Not Food Motivated with Kathy Sdao
41. Can Dogs Have ADHD? A Look at Recent Work on Impulsivity, Hyperactivity and Inattention in Dogs with Dr. Kristina Spaulding
42. Canine Compulsive Disorder
43. Canine Genetics with Dr. Angela Hughes
44. Case Studies (4 webinars)
45. Case Studies: Do You See It Coming?
46. CED (“It’s Not Working”) Troubleshooting
47. Chunky or Splitty? When to Use Efficient vs. More Incremental Plans
48. Client-Centered Dog-Dog Counseling
49. Cognitive Biases and Applied Behavior
50. Cognitive Biases and Fad Susceptibility
51. Compassion Fatigue in Dog Trainers
52. Counseling Guardians with Dogs Who are Fearful at the Veterinarian
53. Counseling Quiz
54. Counseling Scripts
55. Counterconditioning without DS
56. Creating Dog Visuals
57. Crisis Management
58. Criteria Splits Quiz
59. Critical Thinking Practice
60. Curriculum Design
61. Day Training
62. Deconstructing Training Methods
63. Developmental Events
64. Differential Dx Practice Interactive Webinars: Dog “House” MD (5 webinars)
65. Discussion: Standing For or Against?
66. Discussion: The Client’s Call
67. Distance Consults: SOPs + Case Studies (2 webinars)
68. Dog Behavior Quiz
69. Dog Bites to Children: Triggers, Myths and Management with Dr. Ilana Reisner
70. Dog-Dog DS/CC Video Case Study
71. Dog-Dog On-Leash Procedure Review
72. Dog-Dog Play Problem Video Case Study
73. Dogs vs. Wolves: Kissing Cousins?
74. Dog Training Culture Wars (4 webinars)
75. “Do As I Do” Experimental Lit Review
76. Do Playgroups Increase Welfare in Shelter Dogs with Lindsay Mehrkam PhD
77. DRI Criteria Splits
78. Ease of Modification Continuum
79. Enrichment on a Budget
80. Enrichment for Shelter Cats: Kim Monteith
81. Efficiency in Case Work-Ups
82. Emotion in Cats with Dr. Sarah Ellis
83. Empathetic Listening Skills
84. Ethics Case Studies
85. Evaluating the Effectiveness of Reinforcer Delivery with Dr. Erica Feuerbacher
86. Evolutionary Psychology
87. Evolution of Altruism
88. Exploiting TDS Resources: Practice Plans
89. Eye on the Ball: Ask the Right Questions
90. Facebook Ads for Dog Trainers
91. Fallacious or Veracious? An Interactive Fallacy Identification Webinar
92. The Family Dog: Working with Families
93. Fear and Aggression Tech Video Quiz
94. Fear, Extinction and Counterconditioning with Dr. Kristina Spaulding
95. Fear-Free Movement with Dr. Amy Pike
96. Fear with Debbie Jacobs
97. Fear Q and A with Dr. Jessica Hekman
98. Fixed or Plastic? Understanding MAPs
99. Food Guarding Tips
100. Fostering Behavior Dogs Research Study
101. Fundamentals Quiz
102. Funny Business: How to Harness the Humor in Dog Training with Laura Witkowski
103. Gear Primer
104. Generating Owner-Friendly Scripts
105. Genetic Ancestry Testing Q & A with Dr. Jessica Hekman
106. Genetic Testing with Dr. Jessica Hekman
107. Genetics of Aggression with Dr. Hekman
108. Genetics of Dog Personality: What Have we Learned? With Dr. Jessica Hekman
109. Getting Your Finances in Order
110. Getting Started on Instagram with Tracey Lee Davis
111. Getting Your Local Biz on Google Search and Maps with Tracey Lee Davis
112. Graphic Design and Logos
113. Grief, Loss and Coping: Caring for Yourself and Others When a Pet Dies with Dr. Vannessa Rohlf
114. Grooming Add-On Services
115. Herring-o-Meter: Interactive Red Herring Identification Quiz
116. Harness the Power of Listings and Reviews with Tracey Lee Davis
117. Housetraining Cases
118. How to Write in Plain Language
119. Husbandry with Chirag Patel
120. Husbandry Project: Intro to the Draft Training Plans
121. Husbandry Project Video Deconstructions
122. Husbandry Project Research Project Results: Vetting Training Plans for Cooperative Care
123. Immediate Causes/Adaptive Significance
124. Independent Contractors vs. Employees
125. Infinity Latency and Prompt-Jumping
126. Information Security Risks for Dog Trainers
127. Inside Invisible Fence
128. Invisible Disabilities, Toxic Relationships and Personal Quirks with Casey McGee
129. Is It Genetic? Nature and Nurture in Behavior Problems with Dr. Jessica Hekman
130. Ivory Tower Collides with Pet Dog Training
131. I Taught a Class and I Liked It
132. Jeopardy! What is the Client Describing (Answer in the Form of a Question)
133. Kathy Sdao’s Training Journey: Force to Leadership to Plenty
134. Kin Cage Wars: Evolution of Parent-Offspring and Sibling Conflicts
135. Latest Cognition Research
136. Latest Domestication Findings
137. Learning Quizzes (2 webinars)
138. Leash Reactivity DRI Video Case Study
139. Legal Considerations for Dog Trainers with Oleg Sobol JD
140. Let’s Habituate Together (3 webinars): Developing a Cool Head for Dog-Dog
141. Lightning ReFrames: Creating Client-Friendly Scripts Off the Cuff
142. Live Trick Class with Our Dogs! (3 webinars)
143. Lunch and Learns with Veterinarians
144. Managing a Multi-Dog Household: The Lazy Trainer Edition with Kristi Benson
145. Marketing and Sales
146. M*A*S*H*: Triage Case Studies Practice
147. Mastering the 3 S’s with Veronica Boutelle and Gina Phairas
148. Mechanics Coaching
149. Medical vs. Behavioral with Dr. Jenn Summerfield
150. Motivational Interviewing
151. Multi-dog Households
152. Musical Freestyle with Michele Pouliot
153. Naming Your Business
154. New Freshman Orientation
155. New Grad Case Studies (2 webinars)
156. Nosework Classes
157. Nutrition and Behavior
158. Object Guarding Case Studies
159. OC Quadrants Practice Webinars (3 webinars)
160. Off-Leash Wrangling Games for Classes
161. Online Marketing: A Simple Checklist for Success with Tracey Lee Davis
162. Open Enrollment Classes
163. Operationalize That!
164. Overshadowing and Blocking
165. Overshadowing and Blocking Quizzes (2 webinars)
166. The Owner Signature
167. Pheromonatherapy with Dr. Daniel Mills
168. Photographing Dogs with Arica Dorff
169. Place Object in Hand Retrieve Splits for Object Guarders
170. Plan Building Workshops (2 webinars)
171. Platform Training with Michele Pouliot
172. Play Skill Problem Case Study
173. Polished Puppy Program
174. Pre-Adoption Assessments: Do They Improve Placement Success with Dr. Karen Griffin
175. Predatory Behavior
176. David Premack
177. Priority Behaviors
178. Probiotics for Behavioral Health with Dr. Jessica Hekman
179. Professional Burnout
180. Prompting, Fading and Criteria
181. Pseudopregnancy: The Latest Research with Sara Davies MRCVS
182. Puppy Classes
183. Puppy Events at Vet Practices
184. Quadrants as Evidence of Internal States
185. Rad Retrieves! Video Deconstructions
186. Rally Obedience Concepts with Ayoka Bubar
187. Rate of Attempted Feedback Study
188. Reactive Dogs in Urban Settings
189. Reading Academic Literature
190. Reading and Evaluating Research Papers
191. Relief for Stressed Out People and Their Pets
192. Retrieve DRI for Object Guarders: 2 Case Studies with Maria Karunungan and Casey McGee
193. Spotting Pain in Dogs with Dr. Carol Haak
194. Refereeing Puppy Play
195. Rescorla-Wagner Model of Classical Conditioning
196. Resource Guarding Case Studies
197. Reward-Based Training Methods: Understanding the Scientific Evidence with Dr. Zazie Todd
198. Rules of Punishment with Steve White
199. Russian Fox Experiment with Dr. Jessica Hekman
200. Scent Detection Dogs with Dr. Cat Warren
201. Scripts for the Cultural Fog
202. Scripts to Save Us from the Desert
203. SEC (Sudden Environmental Contrast) Cases
204. SEO Basics
205. SEO for Dog Pros
206. Senior Dogs Behavior Wellness
207. Sep-Anx Case Studies
208. Sep-Anx with Malena DeMartini-Price
209. Shaping is Shopping: Fun Projects
210. Shelter Dog Breed Labels with Lisa Gunter
211. Shelter Enrichment
212. Sharing
213. Skinner vs. Pavlov Cage Fight: DRI or CER?
214. Small Business Set-Up for Canadians
215. Social Media for Dog Trainers
216. Social Media Marketing for Dog Trainers with Kelly Duggan
217. Social Media Tactics with Dawn Nagata
218. Socialization Protocol Used on Commercially Bred Dogs with Victoria McEvoy
219. SOPs and Transparency
220. Sound Sensitivity with Dr. Jill Sackman
221. Staying Safe in Aggression Cases with Michael Shikashio
222. Sticky Scripts for Key Client Concepts
223. Stressed Out: Dogs, Hormones and Stress with Dr. Jessica Hekman
224. Stress, Trauma and the Brain with Dr. Kristina Spaulding
225. SWOT-ing Your Business with Joan Hunter Mayer CTC MBA
226. Talking to the Media About Dogs and Cats with Dr. Zazie Todd
227. Tax Catastrophes: Marie Poliseno CPA
228. Teaching Reactive Dog Classes with Kelly Duggan
229. Terrier-centric Training
230. Technique Video Deconstructions
231. Terminology Quiz
232. Therapy Dog Basics with Kate LaSala
233. Tinbergen's Four Questions
234. To Spay or Not to Spay? Latest Orthopedic and Behavior Research with Drs. Jessica Hekman and Sue Yanoff (2 Hours)
235. Train at the Next Level: Veronica & Jean
236. Training Plans Practice (2 webinars)
237. Training Plans Quiz
238. Training Problems
239. Training Through Family Chaos
240. Tug and Toy Motivators
241. Using Emerging Technologies (e.g. AI) in Your Dog Training Business with Kayla Block
242. Vet Visits for Aggressive Dogs with Dr. Jennifer Summerfield
243. Village Dogs and What We Can Learn About Our Pets from them with Kristi Benson
244. Watch and Learn: Jane Wolff Trains Up a Storm!
245. Ways to Mitigate Dog Vet Clinic Stress with Dr. Anastasia Stellato
246. What Dog Trainers Need to Know About Cat Behavior with Zazie Todd PhD
247. Where Will the Good Dogs Come From with Dr. Jessica Hekman
248. Who's the Trainer with Veronica Boutelle
249. Working with Clients with Cognitive Disabilities with Veronica Sanchez
250. Working with Clients with Mobility Impairments with Veronica Sanchez
251. Working with Diverse Clients and Colleagues with Olga Trujillo
252. Writing Basics for Dog Trainers
253. Your Own Space: Academy Grad Case Studies Moderated by Maggie Keippel (2 webinars)
254. Zebra Case Studies